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Abstract

Machine learning has been widely adopted in diverse science and engineering domains, aided by reusable libraries and quick development patterns. The TensorFlow library is probably the best-known representative of this trend and most users employ the Python API to its powerful back-end. TensorFlow programs are susceptible to several systematic errors, especially in the dynamic typing setting of Python. We present Pythia, a static analysis that tracks the shapes of tensors across Python library calls and warns of several possible mismatches. The key technical aspects are a close modeling of library semantics with respect to tensor shape, and an identification of violations and error-prone patterns. Pythia is powerful enough to statically detect (with 84.62% precision) 11 of the 14 shape-related TensorFlow bugs in the recent Zhang et al. empirical study—an independent slice of real-world bugs.

1 Introduction

Machine learning has seen widespread use in recent years, for an enormous variety of application domains, from vision to language processing to programming tasks [3, 23, 39] and well beyond, into mainstream science and engineering. The TensorFlow library [1], originally developed by the Google Brain Team, is the dominant open-source framework for modern machine learning applications. TensorFlow has received significant attention and impressive adoption, continually extending its dominance over other frameworks. Current statistics (as of Jan.08, 2020) show the TensorFlow GitHub repository with over 140K stars and 79.4K
forks, with other popular open-source frameworks for machine learning lagging far behind (PyTorch [37] at 35.2K stars and 8.8K forks, Theano [2] at 9K stars and 2.5K forks).

As might be expected, TensorFlow programs are not free of defects (“bugs”). In high-level code, such as TensorFlow clients, bugs are commonly due to misunderstandings of the guarantees offered and obligations imposed by increasingly layered software. At the same time, such bugs have increasing real-world importance, as machine learning makes advances in widespread adoption. In a recent empirical survey, Zhang et al. [58] collect and classify a variety of TensorFlow program bugs from StackOverflow QA page and GitHub projects, by examining documentation, informal posts, commit and pull-request messages, and issue discussions. Many of these bugs are semantic in nature: they can only be ascertained by inspecting the outcome or the performance of the underlying computation. Others are bugs that may admit automatic detection: they signify API misuse, often (but not always) triggering assertions during execution.

TensorFlow, as many other popular machine learning frameworks, is mostly used from Python: a dynamic language that offers significant flexibility and ease of adoption. The dynamic nature of Python implies that there is no static tracking of types that can be used to ensure compatibility of values and operations. Furthermore, the static analysis tools available for Python are less advanced than those in statically-typed languages, focusing more on local code issues rather than whole-program properties. One reason for this has been a lack of underlying general analysis frameworks (analogous, e.g., to WALA [50], Soot [52], or Doop [9] in the Java world) that deploy whole-program technology and support Python. (For instance, we have failed to find a publicly available library for points-to analysis of Python programs.)

In this work, we focus on a class of TensorFlow bugs that relate to the shape of tensors, i.e., the number of their dimensions and the dimensions’ sizes. Checking that the shape of tensor arguments is compatible with the expectations of library operators is a key validation technique. Shape checking can prevent a large and important class of real-world TensorFlow programming errors, including the 14 shape-related bugs identified in StackOverflow questions by Zhang et al. [58].

Our approach tracks the shape of tensors using static analysis of the Python program and appropriate modeling of the TensorFlow API. In addition to the dynamism of the Python language, static analysis or type checking of TensorFlow code is also hindered by the inherent dynamism of the library itself. The design philosophy of the library (much in line with its common use from a dynamic language) is that of being very resilient to incomplete data. The API exhibits multiple instances of dynamic padding, reshaping, unknown dimensions, partially-known shapes (to be filled in dynamically), and more. Our analysis follows the flexibility of the library operators and attempts to closely model what is a permitted and expected behavior vs. what will produce a run-time error or is very likely a logical error and should induce a warning.

The work offers both application-level and technical-level contributions:

• We define Pythia, a state-of-the-art static analysis for the modeling of tensor shape through TensorFlow API calls. The analysis combines several elements: a relatively complete front-end translating Python source code into the IR of the WALA framework; a translation of the WALA IR into a relational representation for defining analyses using declarative Datalog rules; a whole-program context-sensitive value-flow and points-to analysis for Python; and a shape analysis of tensor values that carefully captures the flexibility of library operators.

• We provide the first concrete demonstration of the applicability of static analysis in the TensorFlow domain, by showing that our tool can find real bugs in real TensorFlow programs. We validate the effectiveness of the analysis by applying it to the 14 shape-related bug
examples (and their fixed versions) in the [58] study. Pythia correctly finds 11 of these bugs with a precision of 84.62% and recall of 78.6%. (Importantly, of the missed bugs, all but one are undetectable with static information alone.)

- We present insights on the design of static shape checking for Python/TensorFlow programs. In particular, we argue that an effective such analysis is best classified as a static analysis and not a type checker, due to its desired features (extensional, non-modular behavior, context sensitivity).

2 Background

We next present background useful in later sections, on TensorFlow and Datalog program structure.

TensorFlow

TensorFlow is the most widely-adopted open-source machine learning library. The library performs computations using symbolic data-flow graphs. Operators form the vertices of the graph and tensors are flowing along the edges. TensorFlow invocation from Python code typically follows a two-stage pattern. Initially the data-flow graph representing the computations is constructed. The entire graph is in place before dynamic data have been read. This graph or a number of its sub-graphs can then be executed multiple times with different input data.

During the construction phase of the graph the information about each tensor’s shape may vary. It may range from fully-known or concrete, to partially-known (where one or more dimensions is unknown, represented as None) to completely unknown. The static analysis we describe is based on retrieving as much shape information as possible from the program text, and propagating it through TensorFlow operators, which require careful modeling with respect to their shape transformations. Therefore, the analysis is crucially based on common TensorFlow programming patterns. These encourage encoding known shape information in the program text, while leaving unknown (dynamic) shape information undefined.

Datalog in Program Analysis

The Datalog language has been often used to declaratively specify static analysis algorithms [8, 18, 20, 25, 27, 30, 33, 36, 46, 53, 54, 57]. We use Datalog in our analysis, both in the high-level description and in its implementation, in order to seamlessly combine the results of several separate analyses (constant-flow, points-to, tensor-shape), with each one appealing to others.

A Datalog program is a set of logical inference rules, operating over initial facts and producing more inferences until fixpoint. A rule “\(C(z,x) \leftarrow A(x,y), B(y,z)\)” means that if \(A(x,y)\) and \(B(y,z)\) are both true, then \(C(z,x)\) can be inferred. We shall use syntactic shorthands in the rules, such as multiple rule heads (“\(H1(\ldots), H2(\ldots) \leftarrow \ldots\)”), which are equivalent to repeating the rule for each head, and disjunction (operator “;”) in the rule body, which is equivalent to replicating the body for each disjunct.

---

1 This description, as well as all of our work and presentation, applies to TensorFlow v.1.X, the most widely deployed version of the framework. TensorFlow v.2 was released in late 2019 and includes a radical (and incompatible) reworking of the programming model. Both our core analysis and the engineering scaffolding need to be reworked to apply to TensorFlow v.2, which will likely give rise to related but not identical kinds of bugs. This is a potentially promising future work direction.
The concept of a tensor’s shape is straightforward and mostly well-understood: every tensor has a list of dimensions, each with a size. Tensor operations are well-defined when the arguments’ dimensions match the operator’s expectations. We shall see in Section 4 a more complete mathematical modeling of tensor shapes, but a simple, well-known example is the 2-dimensional tensor (matrix) multiplication operator ($\text{Tensor} \ i \ j$ represents a tensor of shape $i \times j$):

$$\text{mul2d}: \text{Tensor} \ i \ j \rightarrow \text{Tensor} \ j \ k \rightarrow \text{Tensor} \ i \ k$$

The complexity of modeling tensor shape in practice is much greater, however. The issue is precisely the dynamism that the TensorFlow library (as well as the Python language) affords. Our analysis seeks to capture this flexibility while closely modeling shape transformations through the TensorFlow API. We next consider several examples that illustrate a) how placeholder tensors, reshaping operations, implicit padding, and subtle semantic differences affect shape reasoning; b) which behaviors cause crashes and which can be reasonably considered likely bugs, and should, therefore, also elicit a warning; c) what flavor an analysis should adopt to capture such bugs in realistic programs.

**Example 1: Placeholders**

A first example helps demonstrate “placeholder” tensors.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np

data1 = np.random.normal(0, 0.1, [20, 50])
data2 = np.random.normal(0, 0.1, [50])
a = tf.placeholder("float", shape=[None, 50])
b = tf.placeholder("float")
y = tf.matmul(a, b)
with tf.Session() as sess:
    print(sess.run(y, feed_dict={a:data1, b:data2}))
```

A placeholder tensor is a tensor that will be fed data at runtime. At instantiation of a placeholder tensor, some dimensions (or the whole shape) can be set to `None`, as in tensors `a` and `b` in our example. Feeding data to a placeholder can be done using the `feed_dict` optional argument to `Session.run()`, `Tensor.eval()`, or `Operation.run()`. When one or more dimensions are set to `None`, the data fed to this tensor has to match the shape of the placeholder, meaning that the number of dimensions has to be the same and the sizes of all explicit-sized dimensions should be equal.

The most common pattern is to set a dimension that represents the “batch number” of the data to `None`, to support placeholder tensors with a variable batch size: the structure of each instance is known, but the total number of instances is a run-time variable. In the code snippets we will be showcasing throughout the paper, the arguments of TensorFlow and NumPy operations that affect the output shape will be highlighted in red. Such is the case in our example, where the call to `np.random.normal()` results in `data1` pointing to a NumPy array object with shape `[20,50]`. Consequently, feeding `data1` to the placeholder

---

2 NumPy is the dominant Python scientific computing package. Our modeling also covers parts of NumPy that are particularly relevant to TensorFlow operations.
a with shape `[None, 50]` is successful. In our static analysis, this placeholder operation will produce two different modeled result values: `[None, 50]` and `[20, 50]`.

Placeholder tensors with no initial shape can be fed data of any shape, as long as the types are compatible. To model these, we take advantage of the shape of the data fed to the placeholder whenever it is available. In our example, the b placeholder tensor gets the shape of data2 which is `[50]`. The call to `tf.matmul()` will fail with an error due to the two argument tensors having different number of dimensions. Our static analysis will issue an error, since no combination of the modeled abstract values for tensors a and b yields a compatible pair.

**Example 2: Reshaping**

Not all tensorflow bugs will result in run-time exceptions/assertion failures, yet strong evidence may exist that the code contains an error. An example is below, also illustrating the `tf.reshape()` operator.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np
a = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, 784])
data = np.random.normal(0, 0.1, [36, 784])
b = tf.reshape(a, [-1, 24, 24, 1])
with tf.Session() as sess:
    print(sess.run(b, feed_dict={a: data}).shape)
```

The `tf.reshape()` function attempts to reshape a tensor, given as input the dimensions specified by its second (`shape`) argument. In order for it to succeed, the product of the elements of the shape list of the input tensor ($p_{in}$) and the product of the elements of the shape list of the output tensor ($p_{out}$) should be equal. A very common special case concerns argument shape lists with a single allowed `-1` dimension, as in the `reshape` call of the example. The size of that dimension is then computed so that the reshape operation succeeds, provided that the product of explicit (i.e., not `-1`) dimensions of the shape argument is a divisor of $p_{in}$.

In the above example, just as in the earlier Example 1, the placeholder tensor a has originally one `None` dimension, corresponding to the batch size. The tensor, with shape `[None, 784]`, is fed data with shape `[36, 784]`. Dynamically, this value is compatible with the `reshape` operation, with attempted shape `[-1, 24, 24, 1]`: the resulting shape of tensor b is `[49, 24, 24, 1]`, since $49 \times 24 \times 24 \times 1 = 36 \times 784$. However, there is already a strong hint that the reshaping should only affect the second dimension, with size 784 (i.e., that the programmer expects that 784 should be divisible by 24): the batch size is a volatile attribute of the current input and not an inherent part of the tensor structure, as the explicit `[None, 784]` shape suggests.

Our analysis keeps both abstract values, `[None, 784]` and `[36, 784]`, for tensor a and, since one of them is incompatible with the `reshape` operation, it emits a warning. Generally, when the input tensor of a `reshape` has one `None` dimension, we compute the products of the elements of the two shape lists excluding `None` and `-1` and if they are not equal we report a warning.

**Example 3: Padding in Broadcast Operations**

The distinction between analysis-reported errors and warnings is more generally meaningful for operations that are probably valid, yet likely to have surprising semantics. The most
common such case is the “broadcasting” semantics of NumPy arrays. We discuss the behavior in Section 5 but the example below illustrates briefly.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
x = tf.constant([[1.0, 1.0], [1.0, 2.0], [1.0, 3.0]], dtype=tf.float64)
y_ = tf.constant([1.0, 2.0, 3.0], dtype=tf.float64)
w = tf.truncated_normal(shape=[2,1], stddev=0.1, dtype=tf.float64)
y = tf.matmul(x, w)
diff = y - y_
error = tf.reduce_mean(tf.square(diff))
```

In this example, tensor `x` has a shape of `[3,2]` and tensor `w` has a shape of `[2,1]`. Their product, tensor `y` has a shape of `[3,1]`. Tensor `y_` has a shape of `[3]`. The difference of `y` ([3,1]) and `y_` ([3]) has a shape of `[3,3]`, which is highly surprising to many users! (Broadcasting semantics copy leading dimensions of the higher-rank argument\(^3\) and match the rest one-to-one, expanding any dimension with size 1 to the size of the matching dimension from the other argument.)

Pythia models and correctly propagates the effect of broadcasting on shape. However, it produces a warning when array broadcasting results in the expansion of the dimensions of a tensor. This can help prevent errors caused by mechanics that can easily confuse a user.

### 4 Basic Tensor Shape Modeling

Practical analysis applications that yield realistic benefits need to devote considerable modeling effort to support the idiosyncrasies of different environments—in our case, TensorFlow's operations. Much of the complexity of this modeling is due to technicalities employed for usability, to the sheer number of operators, or to the way data values are introduced from the host language. There is, however, a core set of operations that are representative of many more and whose basic shape modeling can be cleanly expressed in closed-form mathematical formulas, much as the reader might expect. We discuss the “clean” modeling of such operators in this section, and postpone discussing the more operational aspects of our analysis until Section 5. Therefore, this section is purposely simplifying, in order to ensure that the core model is clear to the reader. For instance, we omit tensors of partially-known shape (with `None` dimensions), special (-1) dimensions in reshaping, modeling of broadcasting, and other such complexities.

Every tensor operation is modeled mainly in terms of the output shape in relation to the inputs supplied to its formal parameters, and of the data type of individual tensor elements. Complexity mostly arises out of the former, so our design is influenced by this consideration. Tensor operations broadly consist of (i) shape pass-through functions, e.g., `identity`; (ii) convolution and pooling functions; (iii) conversions and repashapings from tensors or tensor-like objects (e.g., NumPy arrays).

Shape types of tensors are modeled using the following vocabulary for tensor types and tensor shapes.

---

\(^3\) The “rank” of a shape is its number of dimensions.
\( \tau, \upsilon \in \text{TensorType} \) ::=
\( \text{Tensor} \ T \)
\( T, U \in \text{DimensionType} \) ::=
\( T \ i \)
\( \mid \ \text{NIL} \)
\( i, j \in \mathbb{N} \)

We typically omit \text{NIL} for conciseness. Hence an example of a two dimensional tensor shape type is \text{Tensor} \ i \ j, \text{i.e., a tensor of shape} \ i \times j.

Note that the variables in the above syntax are meta-variables, used for conceptual modeling. In concrete instances, inside our analysis, all shapes and their dimensions are concrete (\text{i.e., sequences of integers or single integers, respectively}). Conceptually, however, the logic of the analysis does use such meta-variables, since it handles any concrete numbers found in the program text. For instance, we can model the understanding of the analysis regarding the core TensorFlow operator \text{mul} as follows.

\text{mul} : \ \text{Tensor} \ U \ i \ j \rightarrow \text{Tensor} \ U \ j \ k \rightarrow \text{Tensor} \ U \ i \ k

\text{mul} generalizes standard two-dimensional tensor (matrix) multiplication, by adding arbitrary (but identical, in both arguments and in the result) leading dimensions.

Similarly, the core operator \text{identity} takes a tensor of any shape and returns a copy of it with the same shape.

\text{identity} : \ \text{Tensor} \ T \rightarrow \text{Tensor} \ T

\text{reshape} is another core TensorFlow operator. It takes a tensor of any shape \( T \) and tries to return a tensor of another shape \( U \), supplied as argument.

\text{reshape} : \ \text{Tensor} \ T \rightarrow \ U \rightarrow \text{Tensor} \ U

The \text{reshape} operation succeeds if the product of all elements in \( T \) is equal to the product of all elements in \( U \):

\[ \prod_{i} T_{i} = \prod_{i} U_{i} \]

To get a glimpse of more complex and versatile shape modeling, still easy to express in a closed-form formula, we can consider the \text{conv2d} operator—a core operator for convolution. Convolution is often used to create complex neural networks that can extract intermediate features (typically from an image), as part of an intermediate layer. Convolution takes a 4d input tensor, where the middle 2 dimensions represent the data, a filter tensor, and a strides shape. Furthermore, there are two padding strategies for convolution: \text{same} and \text{valid}. Essentially, the former pads the tensor with off-boundary data so that the convolution filter is still applicable on the edges, while the latter avoids padding and applies only up to the point where the filter still retrieves data from the input tensor. If the padding strategy is \text{same} the shape type of \text{conv2d} is defined as:

\text{conv2d} : \ \text{Tensor} \ * \ i \ j \ * \rightarrow \text{Tensor} \ * \ k \ l \ * \rightarrow \ * \ s_{1} \ s_{2} \ * \rightarrow \text{Tensor} \ \left[ \frac{i}{s_{1}} \right] \left[ \frac{j}{s_{2}} \right]

(The stars denote any, ignored, integer values.)

Otherwise, if the padding strategy is \text{valid}, the convolution shape type is defined as:

\text{conv2d} : \ \text{Tensor} \ * \ i \ j \ * \rightarrow \text{Tensor} \ * \ k \ l \ * \rightarrow \ * \ s_{1} \ s_{2} \ * \rightarrow \text{Tensor} \ \left[ \frac{i-k+1}{s_{1}} \right] \left[ \frac{j-l+1}{s_{2}} \right]
5 Analysis Structure

Our analysis emphasis is on shape modeling, which is the main element of this work. However, given the dearth of static analysis infrastructure for Python, our analysis had to develop several techniques and combine them in a coherent whole: a Python front-end (parser, IR generator) that produces intermediate code using the WALA framework [50], a generator of relational tables for declarative program analysis in the Doop framework [9], a points-to, constant-flow and call-graph analysis for Python.

We start our presentation from these underlying analyses, and proceed with representative fragments of the declarative modeling of shape transformations through TensorFlow operators.

5.1 Substrate: WALA and Declarative Value-Flow Analysis

Pythia is expressed declaratively, as Datalog rules for both value-flow and tensor-shape reasoning. For Python support, we extended the parser and intermediate-representation generator of the Ariadne system [12], which produces WALA IR statements from Python source. The past WALA front-end for Python was largely a proof-of-concept implementation, therefore several elements needed to be added to tackle realistic programs, for example:

- correct handling of the global scope of Python programs
- complete modeling of collections
- complete modeling of list comprehensions
- modeling of list slicing
- modeling of parameter initial values
- handling of constant values.

The resulting intermediate representation using WALA data structures is used to output tables for relational processing by Datalog-based analyses. We integrate the input relations generation and subsequent analysis with the Doop framework [9], which already features a WALA front-end and a declarative analysis scaffolding. Doop is a framework for analysis of Java bytecode—to add Python support, we implement a whole-program, context-sensitive value-flow analysis on the Python IR.

The form of this analysis is largely conventional, expressed using a standard declarative approach (e.g., [49]) over an SSA intermediate language (for flow sensitivity on local variables). The analysis propagates constants and object values inter-procedurally, maintaining precision using call-site sensitivity [47,48]. (In the default setting, a 1-call-site-sensitive analysis with a context-sensitive heap is used, after experimentation with options to balance performance and precision.) A call-graph is inferred based on the values of receiver objects at method calls. The analysis is complete for the static features of Python, but several dynamic features (e.g., decorators, non-trivial list comprehensions, eval/input, getattr) will interrupt the propagation of values.

5.2 Declarative Modeling of Shape Transformations

The main analysis logic is expressed as rules that appeal to the substrate analysis of value-flow throughout the Python program. In general, the declarative model of the analysis helps in having simple, independent rules, mutually recursive with other sub-analyses. We illustrate two sample sets of rules, next, capturing shape reasoning for broadcast operations and reshape operations. As hinted in earlier examples, much of the complexity is due to the close modeling of the flexibility afforded by TensorFlow operators.
5.2.1 Broadcast Reasoning

Example 3 in Section 3 discussed array/tensor broadcasting. Array/tensor broadcasting is a mechanism to allow element-wise operations between arrays of different shapes. Under some restrictions, the smaller array is “broadcast” across the larger one, provided that their dimensions match. Broadcasting operations can either be overloaded arithmetic binary operations, or calls to tensorflow functions (for example \texttt{tf.add()}, \texttt{tf.multiply()} or \texttt{tf.equal()}).

Consider an example to illustrate different cases:

```python
import tensorflow as tf
op1 = tf.ones(shape=[4,3,1])
op2 = tf.ones(shape=[3,2])
res = tf.add(op1, op2)
```

The shape of the resulting tensor will be \([4,3,2]\): leading dimensions are “inherited” from the higher-rank tensor, and dimensions equal to 1 for either argument are expanded to the size of the corresponding dimension for the other argument.

Our analysis logic first creates a new value for a broadcasting operation, encoding (as a 3-tuple) the instruction and tensor argument values. We choose to have the operand with the higher rank as the first operand. The difference of the ranks is computed as the operation’s offset. In our example, the operation’s offset will be 1.

```latex
\text{BroadcastingOp}(\text{bcastOp, offset}) \leftarrow
\text{Invocation}(\text{insn, fun}),
\text{BroadcastingFunction}(\text{fun}),
\text{ActualParamValue}(\text{insn, }'x', \text{ tensor1}),
\text{ActualParamValue}(\text{insn, }'y', \text{ tensor2}),
\text{TensorRank}(\text{tensor1, rank1}),
\text{TensorRank}(\text{tensor2, rank2}),
\text{rank1} \geq \text{rank2}, \text{offset} = \text{rank1} - \text{rank2},
\text{bcastOp} = [\text{insn, tensor1, tensor2}].
```

The rule checks the preconditions of broadcasting and packages all relevant information for further processing. The relations in the rule body are produced by syntactic processing of the program text or by the global value-flow/points-to analysis: \text{Invocation}(\text{insn, fun}) recognizes a call to \text{fun} in instruction \text{insn} (such invocation resolution requires global value-flow reasoning); \text{BroadcastingFunction} matches TensorFlow API functions that support broadcasting, such as \texttt{add} in our example; \text{ActualParamValue}(\text{insn, \text{var}, \text{val}}) computes the (abstract) value for the actual parameter (\text{var}, identified by name) of a call at instruction \text{insn}; \text{TensorRank} retrieves the rank of a tensor value (i.e., number of dimensions in its shape).

In words, the rule says that if two tensor values, \text{tensor1} and \text{tensor2}, are used as arguments of a broadcasting call, the call instruction, the tensor values, and the offset to be used to match the tensors’ dimensions are packaged in predicate \text{BroadcastingOp}.

 Armed with the above, we can encode the different cases of shape propagation through broadcasting operators. The \text{ResultShapeDimension} predicate represents the contents of the shape list for each dimension of a broadcasting operation’s result.

For dimensions only in the higher-rank argument (i.e., below “offset”) the result inherits the size of the higher-rank argument’s dimension:
Predicate TensorShape holds the shape of a tensor value, while ShapeDimension(shape, i, dim) holds the size, dim, of the i-th dimension of the shape value.

In our example, the above rule will produce the dimension with size 4 in the result.

In order to attempt a match of dimension sizes that are expected to match during a broadcasting operation, we introduce a convenience predicate, ArgumentsShapeDimensions that recalls both sizes at positions at least equal to offset:

ArgumentsShapeDimensions(bcastOp, index, dim1, dim2) ← BroadcastingOp(bcastOp, offset),
bcastOp = [ __, tensor1, tensor2 ],
index >= offset,
TensorShape(tensor1, tensorShape1),
ShapeDimension(tensorShape1, index, dim1),
TensorShape(tensor2, tensorShape2),
ShapeDimension(tensorShape2, index - offset, dim2).

For fully matching argument dimensions, the common size becomes the size of the output dimension, as well (as in the second dimension of the output in our example):

ResultShapeDimension(bcastOp, index, dim) ← ArgumentsShapeDimensions(bcastOp, index, dim, dim).

There are two more cases and they elicit a warning or an error report: The first computes an output shape of the resulting tensor for dimensions that are not equal but can match due to broadcasting. For two different dimensions to match in this way, at least one would need to be 1. This rule produces the result of the third dimension of our earlier example. In this case we also produce a warning, detecting the use of broadcasting mechanics that could confuse the user.

Warning(bcastOp),
ResultShapeDimension(bcastOp, index, dim) ← ArgumentsShapeDimensions(bcastOp, index, dim1, dim2),
dim1 != dim2,
((dim1 = 1, dim = dim2) ; (dim2 = 1, dim = dim1)).

The final rule produces an error in the case of dimensions that cannot match, i.e., they are not equal and neither of them is 1.

Error(bcastOp) ← ArgumentsShapeDimensions(bcastOp, index, dim1, dim2),
dim1 != dim2, dim1 != 1, dim2 != 1.

5.2.2 Reshape Reasoning

Example 2 in Section 3 discussed the complexity of modeling the reshape operator in a realistic setting, unlike the core, closed-form modeling of Section 4. Tensors of partially-
known shape (with None dimensions) and special reshape dimensions (of size -1) need to be accounted for in an analysis that aims to be useful for real-world bug detection. The Datalog rules we present next reflect these considerations.

First, as in broadcast operations, we identify calls to reshape and encode each instance of the operation as a new value, consisting of a 3-tuple of the instruction, tensor, and shape arguments:

```
ReshapeOperation(rshpOp) ← Invocation(insn, 'reshape'),
ActualParamValue(insn, 'tensor', tensorVal),
ActualParamValue(insn, 'shape', dimListVal),
rshpOp = [insn, tensorVal, dimListVal].
```

We also store the products of dimension sizes for the tensor and the shape argument (with the result of the multiplication over all indexes computed separately—from rules not shown—into DimensionsProduct):

```
ProductsOfShapes(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd) ← ReshapeOperation(rshpOp),
rshpOp = [_, tensorVal, dimListVal],
TensorShape(tensorVal, tensorShapeVal),
DimensionsProduct(tensorShapeVal, tensorProd),
DimensionsProduct(dimListVal, dimListProd).
```

We can then distinguish different cases of reshapings. A concrete-dimension tensor (i.e., with no None dimensions) reshaped into a concrete shape (i.e., with no -1 dimensions) will succeed if the products of dimension sizes are equal and will produce an error otherwise. Predicate ReshapeConcreteToConcrete is used to cache intermediate results for use in the two later rules. “!” designates negation in a rule and in this case is used to establish the two shape concreteness conditions.

```
ReshapeConcreteToConcrete(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd) ←
ProductsOfShapes(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
rshpOp = [_, tensorVal, dimListVal],
TensorShape(tensorVal, tensorShapeVal),
!ShapeDimension(tensorShapeVal, _, 'None'),
!ShapeDimension(dimListVal, _, -1).
TensorOperationProducesOutput(rshpOp) ←
ReshapeConcreteToConcrete(rshpOp, tensorProd, tensorProd).
Error(rshpOp) ←
ReshapeConcreteToConcrete(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
tensorProd != dimListProd.
```

Accordingly, we can handle the case of a concrete tensor resized to a special shape—i.e., one that has a -1 dimension. (Other rules, omitted, enforce that there can be at most one -1 dimension.) We first collect the products of sizes into a convenience predicate that also enforces the rest of the preconditions:
ReshapeConcreteToSpecial(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd) ←
ProductsOfShapes(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
  rshpOp = [ __, tensorVal, dimListVal ],
  TensorShape(tensorVal, tensorShapeVal),
  !ShapeDimension(tensorShapeVal, __, "None"),
  ShapeDimension(dimListVal, __, -1).

Subsequently, we distinguish the case of a correct reshaping, when the two dimension-
size-products are divisible, from the error case, when they are not:

TensorOperationProducesOutput(rshpOp) ←
  ReshapeConcreteToSpecial(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
  quot = tensorProd/dimListProd,
  tensorProd = quot * dimListProd.

Error(rshpOp) ←
  ReshapeConcreteToSpecial(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
  tensorProd % dimListProd != 0.

In a largely similar fashion, we need to handle the case of a tensor of partially-known
shape (with a None dimension) being reshaped to a shape with a special (-1) dimension. We
first compute the products of concrete dimension sizes:

ReshapePartialToSpecial(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd) ←
ProductsOfShapes(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
  rshpOp = [ __, tensorVal, dimListVal ],
  TensorShape(tensorVal, tensorShapeVal),
  ShapeDimension(tensorShapeVal, __, "None"),
  ShapeDimension(dimListVal, __, -1).

Then, we distinguish the case of a correct reshaping, when both products match vs.
one that elicits a warning, when they do not. This is the case of the earlier Example 2,
commonly corresponding to a programming error. In the example, our analysis correctly
infers the product of the input tensor to be 784 and that of the given shape argument to be
576, successfully reporting the appropriate warning. Remember that, for both shapes, their
products are the products of the explicit dimensions (i.e. no None and -1 dimensions).

TensorOperationProducesOutput(rshpOp) ←
  ReshapePartialToSpecial(rshpOp, tensorProd, tensorProd).

Warning(rshpOp),
TensorOperationProducesOutput(rshpOp) ←
  ReshapePartialToSpecial(rshpOp, tensorProd, dimListProd),
  tensorProd != dimListProd.

The final case is that of a tensor of partially-known shape reshaped into a concrete shape
list, with no special dimensions. We again enforce the preconditions and cache the products
dimension sizes in a convenience predicate:
**5.3 Tensor Value Representation**

The presentation of the analysis so far has ignored the exact nature of abstract values that arise for tensors. In our previous rules, abstract tensor values are treated as black-box representations that have at least a type and a shape (a list of constants), which the rest of the analysis looks up. The exact abstraction of values, however, has significant implications on precision and performance (even up to non-termination, as Section 5.4 discusses). Our full analysis features two different configurations for tensor value creation: one very coarse and one highly precise.

The coarse value abstraction, which we term *simple-tensor-precision*, creates a single value for each function invocation instruction that resolves to a modeled tensor operation. The problem of this approach is that it can exacerbate the—sometimes unavoidable—imprecision of a static analysis. The snippet below provides a minimal example.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
if(CONDITION):
    reshapeTo = [-1,28,28,1]
else:
    reshapeTo = [-1,14,14,4]
a = tf.placeholder(tf.int32, [None, 784])
a = tf.reshape(a, reshapeTo)
```

After the `reshape` operation, variable `a` points to one tensor value with one corresponding shape value. However, having a single value (for all dynamic instances of the operation) entails having a single shape list. This shape list has two possible values for each dimension except the 0th, combining the possible dimension values of the two run-time shape lists to a total of 8 possible shapes.

In contrast, the precise value abstraction of Pythia, which we call *full-tensor-precision*, represents each tensor value as the concatenation of all the values of arguments of the operation that creates it and the function invocation instruction that resolves to the operation.

For the above example, after the reshape operation, variable `a` points to two tensor values—one for each possible value of `reshapeTo`—but each with definite shape: the full shapes (`[-1,28,28,1]` vs. `[-1,14,14,4]`) of the `reshapeTo` arguments are kept in the two abstract values representing the operation’s results.
As discussed next, it is easy to switch between the two abstractions to implement interesting hybrid algorithms that give a balance of precision and scalability.

5.4 Analysis Termination

Termination is an interesting question regarding our analysis. There are new tensor shapes produced for several TensorFlow operators, e.g., by replacing -1 dimension sizes with positive integers in the reshape operation. Also, even though the analysis deals with concrete dimensions, it remains a static analysis: a single variable can have many potential abstract values. These do not necessarily reflect dynamic values—they could arise due to control-flow or data-flow imprecision, i.e., because of an over-approximation. Therefore a program with no threat of non-termination can still possibly give rise to a non-terminating static analysis.

To ensure termination of our analysis, we first need to bound the new shapes that can be created. Doing so immediately establishes that our analysis will always terminate when running under the simple-tensor-precision value abstraction. We then show how a run of our analysis in the simple-tensor-precision configuration can ensure the termination of our analysis with the full-tensor-precision value abstraction for the same input program.

5.4.1 Finite shapes

The first challenge for establishing the finitiveness of shapes is to show that the integer constants that arise (for each shape dimension independently) are finite.

Conveniently, tensor operations by themselves (without arithmetic in the Python program) cannot create an infinite number of dimension sizes. The dimension sizes for a new shape are either sizes of an existing tensor shape’s dimension (as in the case of tensor multiplication), or smaller dimension sizes (as in the case of convolution or reshaping operations, which take quotients of existing shape sizes).

Still, the above observation does not help bound the overall dimension sizes due to Python arithmetic. The finiteness property is actually one that the analysis needs to artificially enforce, since we propagate integer constants (corresponding to tensor dimension sizes) through arbitrary arithmetic operations. For instance, a tensor operation such as:

\[ n_{\text{input}} = \text{train}_X.\text{shape}[1] \]

means that the number of inputs (which will later be used as the dimension size of a tensor) comes from the dimensions of another tensor. With arithmetic over the \( n_{\text{input}} \) variable and a looping construct, the potential dimension sizes become infinite. Therefore, we artificially bound the “complexity” (i.e., number of intermediate arithmetic operations) of the computed integer constants. (For instance, in our implementation, this bound is a generous 50.)

We additionally need to bound the maximum number of dimensions of a tensor, since operations such as \texttt{tf.expand_dims} can increase the number of dimensions.

5.4.2 Termination for Different Value Abstractions and Maximizing Precision

Based on the finiteness of integer dimensions in shapes, the analysis will always terminate for the simple-tensor-precision value abstraction: there is a finite number of values, each (by definition) has a single shape list, the shape list has a finite number of dimensions, and each dimension can have a finite set of values for its potential size.
The case for the full-tensor-precision value abstraction is more complicated. In principle, this abstraction is not finite: new tensor values can keep arising, even if they have the same shape. As an example, consider a \texttt{transpose(x, [0, 2, 1])} operation—permuting the dimensions of tensor argument \(x\) according to the list given as the second argument—with the output of the operation feeding back to the input tensor (due to a loop or recursion). In the full-tensor-precision abstraction, with output values of tensor operations being represented by the concatenation of all their input values, this would result in the creation of a \texttt{transpose(x, [0, 2, 1])} value feeding back to the argument of the operation, resulting in a \texttt{transpose(transpose(x, [0, 2, 1]), [0, 2, 1])} value, and so on.

Therefore, we employ the full-tensor-precision abstraction in our analysis only over tensor operations with no cyclic dependencies (on themselves). Concretely, Pythia first runs under a simple-tensor-precision abstraction, while also propagating values to detect circularity in the inference. For each tensor operation we compute the set of tensor values that flow to it and the corresponding operations that created them. In this way, we can detect the existence of cyclic dependencies. The simple-tensor-precision abstraction is less (i.e., at most as) precise than full-tensor-precision, therefore any cycles arising in the latter will definitely arise in the former.

Subsequently, we enable an analysis with full-tensor-precision only when no evaluation cycles have arisen. In this way, we can leverage higher precision in the common case of TensorFlow programs that do not employ recursion or looping at the Python level, instead delegating complex computation to library operators.

6 Discussion

Tensor shapes are reminiscent of types. It is, therefore, interesting to consider the relationship between our analysis and type checking, as well as the overall potential for a static type system for TensorFlow functionality.

Although the boundary between static analysis and type checking is not always clear, our static checker is best classified as a static analysis. Key factors in this classification are the whole-program and extensional nature of the analysis, as well as the intended soundness in reasoning.

Extensional Representation

The analysis represents value sets extensionally, i.e., by listing all their contents, instead of trying to abstract over them. For instance, if a tensor variable \(t\) is inferred to hold possible shapes \([4, 3, 3, 2]\), \([\text{None}, 45]\), and \([30]\), the analysis will maintain the three different shape values explicitly, instead of trying to unify them in a single, more abstract, shape. This is a property more commonly found in static analyses than in type systems—the latter typically summarize values, at least at the level of program modules (e.g., functions). Static analyses also employ abstraction, but only do so based on the properties of the values themselves (e.g., when two values join in an abstract lattice).

Modular vs. Whole-Program

A type system typically emphasizes modular reasoning, forcing the summarization of values at the function boundary. In contrast, a context-sensitive whole-program static analysis will re-analyze a function under its different calling contexts. To maintain precision for different clients of a function, a type system employs polymorphism instead of context sensitivity: it
import tensorflow as tf

def weight_variable(shape):
    initial = tf.truncated_normal(shape, stddev=0.1)
    return tf.Variable(initial)

def bias_variable(shape):
    initial = tf.constant(0.1, shape=shape)
    return tf.Variable(initial)

def conv2d(x, W):
    return tf.nn.conv2d(x, W, strides=[1, 1, 1, 1], padding='VALID')

def max_pool_2x2(x):
    return tf.nn.max_pool(x, ksize=[1, 2, 2, 1], strides=[1, 2, 2, 1], padding='SAME')

x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[None, 784])

W_conv1 = weight_variable([5, 5, 1, 32])
b_conv1 = bias_variable([32])
x_image = tf.reshape(x, [-1, 28, 28, 1])
h_conv1 = tf.nn.relu(conv2d(x_image, W_conv1) + b_conv1)
h_pool1 = max_pool_2x2(h_conv1)

W_conv2 = weight_variable([5, 5, 32, 64])
b_conv2 = bias_variable([64])
h_pool2 = tf.nn.relu(conv2d(h_conv1, W_conv2) + b_conv2)
h_pool2 = max_pool_2x2(h_conv1)

W_fc1 = weight_variable([7 * 7 * 64, 1024])
b_fc1 = bias_variable([1024])
h_pool2_flat = tf.reshape(h_pool2, [-1, 7 * 7 * 64])
...

Figure 1 Short but realistic example of the need for context sensitivity: program Unaligned-Tensor-1 (UT-1).

expresses the type of a function in terms that may employ type variables, i.e., symbolic types that may assume multiple type values, instead of constants.

Sound vs. Best-Effort Reasoning

A static type system aims for soundness in certifying correct code, i.e., guarantees no false negatives. This implies that a type system has to be conservative in certifying correct code, yielding many false positive warnings. In contrast, a static analysis can strike any balance between true/false positive and true/false negative warnings as it deems appropriate for maximum usefulness.

TensorFlow Analysis

With the above factors in mind, it is interesting to consider the static checking of TensorFlow programs longer than toy examples. The example in Figure 1 is a slightly simplified version of one of the programs in the Zhang et al. [58] study. There is a bug in the last line of the program (the reshaping of h_pool2) which our analysis correctly warns about, but the main difficulty is in tracking shapes precisely in earlier program statements.

Context-sensitive reasoning is essential for this example. Functions conv2d (line 8) and max_pool_2x2 (line 10) are each called twice (lines 18, 23, and 19, 24, respectively), each time with different shapes. (Pooling can be thought of as an operator analogous to convolution in terms of shape transformation.) Even for a small example such as this, a context-insensitive analysis would produce a highly imprecise result, with many false positives and negatives.
A context-sensitive analysis considers, e.g., function \texttt{conv2d} twice, once for each argument shape, and can reason highly precisely about the effects of convolution on shape when all arguments (\(x, w, \text{strides}\), as well as the padding strategy, \texttt{VALID}) have known values.

Conversely, consider what type signature (to capture shape) one might assign to function \texttt{conv2d} modularly, i.e., without knowing its arguments, \(x\) and \(w\). Precise treatment of this function would require a polymorphic type system with considerable expressive power (e.g., integer arithmetic), as the modeling of Section 4 shows. This would more likely employ dependent typing, requiring significant human guidance for deciding interesting properties. It is interesting to further consider possible type signatures for a) the library method \texttt{tensorflow.nn.conv2d}, which has different shape behavior depending on the padding strategy; and b) library operations that employ broadcast. The current flexibility of these TensorFlow operators seems to require full algorithmic expressiveness (e.g., see our Datalog rules of Section 5.2.1) to capture well.

We conclude that the shape transformation of current TensorFlow operations requires a highly-expressive vocabulary, unlikely to be supported by a fully automatic type system. A statically-typed TensorFlow-like system would either require significant programmer assistance for sound reasoning, or curtail the flexibility of operators, to permit assigning them closed-form types.

### 7 Evaluation

Pythia runs at interactive speeds and has a Language Server Protocol integration with most popular IDEs. Therefore, although the analysis is applicable for development at any granularity, it mostly targets interactive feedback at development time. Our evaluation is set up accordingly.

Specifically, we evaluate the analysis against complete pre-existing programs from the recent study by Zhang et al. [58] on TensorFlow bugs. This gives us a curated dataset, collected independently, from real-world settings, and with ground truth relative to both the presence and the absence of bugs.\(^4\)

The Zhang et al. study collects bugs from StackOverflow questions, and categorizes them based on their root causes and symptoms. One of the root cause categories is \textit{Unaligned Tensor (UT)}, which maps exactly to shape violations detected by our analysis. There are 76 bugs that Zhang et al. manage to reproduce from StackOverflow questions\(^5\). Importantly, these 76 bugs map the entire, broad space of all TensorFlow bugs, most of which are out of the scope of our shape analysis. For instance, this includes low-accuracy computations, low-performance behavior, bugs related to API changes, and more.

There are 14 Unaligned Tensor (i.e., shape-related) bugs in the Zhang et al. study, and the study also provides fixed versions of the same programs, for a total of 28 test subjects, which form the universe set of our evaluation.

---

\(^4\) Links to all input programs can be found in Table 2. Pythia is part of the Doop repository (\texttt{https://bitbucket.org/yannis/doop/}). A snapshot is contained in the artifact that accompanies this paper, together with detailed instructions for setting up and running Pythia.

\(^5\) The Zhang et al. study also collected a second dataset: 75 bugs from GitHub commits. We did not consider that dataset for reasons of engineering: a large number of these full Github programs use several external libraries, in addition to TensorFlow, as well as the full TensorFlow API. Modeling all of the required functionality, so that the potential of the approach is accurately evaluated, would require much more manpower than that of a research project. In contrast, the StackOverflow Zhang et al. benchmarks are well-isolated TensorFlow code patterns, which fit well the local, incremental nature of our approach and its implementation inside IDEs.
Table 1 summarizes the number of bugs reported. The bugs can be classified in the following categories:

- **Operation Error**: Tensor operation would throw a run-time error due to incompatible arguments provided.
- **Incompatible fed data Error**: Data fed to a placeholder tensor do not match the shape of the tensor.
- **Broadcast/Reshape/Other Warning**: Possibly confusing tensor operation behavior that would not cause a run-time error, as described in Section 5.

Table 2 serves as a detailed reference for each input program (including code URLs).

### 7.2 Effectiveness and Efficiency

Overall, among the 14 input programs containing bugs, we successfully identify the bug in 11 programs. Our analysis produces a false positive in both the buggy and fixed versions of UT5 achieving 84.62% (11 of 13) overall precision—100% for errors and 66.6% for warnings. The false positive appearing in both versions of UT5 is a warning for a reshape operation of a tensor with partially known shape into a shape with a special (-1) dimension, as described in section 5.2.2. In this case, the use of the reshape operation in a way we consider possibly confusing does not result in a bug.

The 3 false negatives produced by the analysis are a result of either API calls that we have not modeled or reliance on dynamic information to identify these bugs, leading to 78.6% recall. Of the 3 bugs our analysis could not detect, two (UT5 and UT10) are not detectable with static information alone. In both of them, the dataset is produced from information read from an external file. The code itself does not provide any hints about the shape of the dataset after it is read. As a result, the analysis cannot identify the incompatibility between the shape of the dataset and the tensor that will hold that data at run-time.

The analysis is compiled by the Soufflé [24] Datalog engine into an optimized C++ program and binary executable. The analysis code comprises several hundred non-trivial
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>URLs</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pythia Report</th>
<th>Ariadne Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UT1</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-1/38167455-buggy/mnist.py StackOverflow: 38167455</td>
<td>Reshape Operation</td>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT2</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-2/43067338-buggy/multiplication.py StackOverflow: 43067338</td>
<td>matmul Incompatible Dimensions</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT3</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-3/35451948-buggy/image_set_shape.py StackOverflow: 35451948</td>
<td>Invalid call to set_shape</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT4</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-4/44124668-buggy/experiment.py StackOverflow: 44124668</td>
<td>Fed data don’t match shape</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT5</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-5/43676638-buggy/mnist.py StackOverflow: 43676638</td>
<td>Fed data don’t match shape</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT6</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-6/35295191-buggy/word_representation.py StackOverflow: 35295191</td>
<td>matmul Incompatible Dimensions</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT7</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-7/34079787-buggy/playing.py StackOverflow: 34079787</td>
<td>Variable’s initial_value has unspecified shape</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT8</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-8/34908033-buggy/multiply.py StackOverflow: 34908033</td>
<td>matmul Incompatible Dimensions</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT9</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-9/40574552-buggy/neural.py StackOverflow: 40574552</td>
<td>Incorrect operand shapes in softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT10</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-10/36343542-buggy/tflin.py StackOverflow: 36343542</td>
<td>Fed data don’t match shape</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT11</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-11/4192992-buggy/image.py StackOverflow: 4192992</td>
<td>Fed data don’t match shape</td>
<td>Error</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT12</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-12/43285733-buggy/mnist.py StackOverflow: 43285733</td>
<td>Reshape Operation</td>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT13</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-12/42191656-buggy/linear.py StackOverflow: 42191656</td>
<td>Misuse of argmax operation</td>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT15</td>
<td>GitHub: UT-15/38447935-buggy/fitting.py StackOverflow: 38447935</td>
<td>Broadcasting operation</td>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 “Unaligned Tensor (UT)” input programs (each entry corresponds to 2 programs: a fixed and a buggy version) and analysis reports. No UT14 exists in the input set. For the analyses reports, “—” designates an analysis terminating but reporting no bugs, “X” designates an analysis not terminating due to an exception. The URLs to access the programs are obtained by concatenating the following URL prefixes with the suffix for each program shown in the table’s second column. 

GitHub: https://github.com/ForeverZyh/TensorFlow-Program-Bugs/blob/master/StackOverflow/ 
StackOverflow: https://stackoverflow.com/q/
Datalog rules, therefore optimizing compilation is time-consuming, at 680sec. (All timings are from a single thread of a laptop with an Intel Core i7-3612QM 2.10GHz CPU, with 16GB of RAM.) Compilation is only performed once per analysis configuration, however, and the resulting analysis is highly efficient. For the input programs, the average analysis running time is just 0.26sec (median: 0.18sec, max: 0.49sec for UT4).

7.3 Precision

Pythia contains many precision enhancements—e.g., levels of context sensitivity, and a more detailed value abstraction. We already saw earlier, in Figure 1 an example of the impact of precision enhancements. We demonstrate the effect on the input programs of the evaluation set in Figure 2.

The figure shows seven input programs whose analysis precision changes for different configurations. (Input programs not shown either show no imprecision for any configuration or are the 3 for which our analysis misses the bug.) Precision is captured in three metrics: instances of imprecise tensor arguments (compared to the full achievable precision), false positives in analysis warnings, and instances of imprecise shapes. A check mark in the figure implies no imprecision for any metric. The four configurations of the analysis for each benchmark are:

- Configuration 1: context-insensitive (insens)
- Configuration 2: 1-call-site-sensitive (1call)
- Configuration 3: 1-call-site-sensitive + context-sensitive heap (1callH)
- Configuration 4: 1callH + full-tensor-precision.

Among the programs presented in the chart we notice similar behavior for programs UT-3, UT-6, UT-9 and UT-13. For these and for the first 3 configurations, we notice minor...
imprecision but still no false positives. This is because the programs do not feature any calls to user-defined functions, but imprecision is introduced by other features, such as the use of set_shape. The introduction of full-tensor-precision removes any imprecisions.

The 3 remaining programs present large imprecision when using our less precise analysis configurations, resulting in many false positives. This is because, similar to the bug featured in Figure 1, the neural network is built using user-defined wrapper-functions, making context sensitivity necessary in order to achieve a highly-precise analysis. (These are also among the longest programs at around 100 or more lines.)

For instance, in UT-4, Pythia can correctly deduce the shapes of the tensors generated by two separate calls to function generate_unit_test, shown below: (This also showcases the analysis support for list comprehensions.)

```python
def generate_unit_test(length):
    return [np.random.normal(0, 0.1, [56, 56, 3])
            for _ in range(length)],
            [random.randint(0, 9) for _ in range(length)]
```

In this input program, a false positive warning persists until the full-tensor-precision value abstraction is employed.

7.4 Other bugs found and missed

We next discuss selected cases of bugs reported or missed in the input dataset. Several interesting cases are already represented in our earlier examples, so we will not discuss them further. Namely, the reshape operation warning in case study UT1 has already been covered by the example of Section 6. The broadcasting operation warning in case study UT15 is analogous to Example 3 in Section 3. The incompatible dimensions error in matmul, appearing in case studies UT2, UT6 and UT8, is captured by Example 1 in Section 3.

Case Study UT3:

Invalid call to set_shape.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np

x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None])
x.set_shape([1028178])
y = tf.identity(x)
y.set_shape([478, 717, 3])
X = np.random.normal(0, 0.1, 1028178)
```

The set_shape operation is used to provide additional, more concrete information about the shape of a tensor. In UT3, initially the shape of x is [None]. The first call to set_shape succeeds and establishes that the shape of x is [1028178]. The call to identity produces a tensor of the same shape as x and assigns it to y. The next call to set_shape is erroneous for two reasons. First, it attempts to specify an already established concrete shape. Secondly, even if the shape of y had not been already established by the first call to set_shape, the call would still fail since the dimensions of [None] and [487, 717, 3] are incompatible.

---

Case Study UT9:

Incorrect operand shapes in `softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits` call.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np
import random

n_feature = 10
n_data = 500
data = np.random.normal(0, 0.1, [n_data, n_feature])
label = [[random.randint(0, 1) for _ in range(n_data)] for _ in range(n_data)]

sizeOfRow = len(data[0])
x = tf.placeholder("float", shape=[None, sizeOfRow])
y = tf.placeholder("float")
prediction = neuralNetworkModel(x)
# using softmax function, normalize values to range(0,1)
error = tf.reduce_mean(tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits(logits=prediction, labels=y))
```

In UT9 `softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits` is applied, which performs two operations. First, it applies the softmax function to denormalized log probabilities, i.e., the logits tensor, of shape \([\text{batch}\_\text{size}, \text{number}\_\text{of}\_\text{labels}]\), to produce linear probabilities normalized to 1. It then computes the cross-entropy error of discrete classification based on the results of softmax and the ground truth classification of the training set that is held in the labels tensor, which is expected to have the same dimensions as logits. In this case, the shape of logits is \([500, 2]\), since there are 500 entries in the dataset and 2 labels (1 and 0), while the shape of labels is \([1, 500]\).

Case Study UT7:

Variable's initial value has unspecified shape. The bug in UT7 is representative of confusion regarding the TensorFlow execution model. It is also one that our analysis fails to capture, due to lack of modeling of the corresponding calls.

```python
import tensorflow as tf
import random
import numpy as np

class Play:
    def __init__(self, input_data, labels):
        # the input shape is (batch_size, input_size)
        input_size = tf.shape(input_data)[1]
        # labels in one-hot format have shape (batch_size, num_classes)
        num_classes = tf.shape(labels)[1]
        stddev = 1.0 / tf.cast(input_size, tf.float32)
        w_shape = tf.stack([input_size, num_classes])
        normal_dist = tf.truncated_normal(w_shape, stddev=stddev, name='normaldist')
        self.w = tf.Variable(normal_dist, name='weights')
```
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Recall from Section 2 that TensorFlow programs work by first setting up a data-flow pipeline of operators, and then executing it by feeding data. The Python code effectively generates a TensorFlow pipeline, before evaluating it. In case study UT7, the programmer incorrectly uses `tf.shape(input_data)` and `tf.shape(labels)`, while probably intending to use `input_data.get_shape()` and `labels.get_shape()`.

That is, the programmer intends to retrieve the shape of the dynamic data that will be fed into the TensorFlow pipeline. Instead, the erroneous calls retrieve the shape of the yet-unpopulated variables `input_data` and `labels`. The Python dynamic typing and TensorFlow tolerance conspire to propagate this error until it results in a shape mismatch later: each of the two erroneous calls returns an unevaluated one-dimensional tensor, which when dereferenced (via `[1]`) returns a to-be-evaluated integer. This integer is considered to be a zero-dimension tensor (1), which becomes the value of `input_size` (and similarly for `num_classes`). TensorFlow then deduces that shape `w` shape has value `[None, None]` as it is the result of a `tf.stack` operation on two zero-dimension tensors, producing a 1-dimension tensor with shape `[2]`. However, the `tf.Variable` operation does not allow an unspecified shape as input, thus causing a crash.

Case Study UT11:

**Fed data don’t match shape.** The next input program indicates the handling of other operators (namely, `transpose`) as well as the ease with which a programmer can lose track of tensor shapes.

```python
from tensorflow.contrib.keras.api.keras.preprocessing import image
tf
import numpy as np

def load_image(img_path):
    x = image.load_img(img_path, target_size=(250, 250))
    x = image.img_to_array(x)
    x_expanded = np.expand_dims(x, axis=0)
    x_expanded_trans = np.transpose(x_expanded, [0, 3, 1, 2])
    X = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, 250, 250, 3])
    sess = tf.Session()
    sess.run(tf.global_variables_initializer())
    print(sess.run(X, feed_dict={X: x_expanded_trans}))
```

In UT11, initially `x` is an image of shape `[250, 250, 3]` (because an image has 3 color channels). It is then converted to a NumPy array of the same shape, which is subsequently expanded to an array of shape `[1, 250, 250, 3]`, essentially creating a fake `batch_size` dimension. The array is then transposed to an array of shape `[1, 3, 250, 250]`. Finally, the code feeds the transposed array to a placeholder tensor of a different incompatible shape, `[None, 250, 250, 3]`, thus causing an error.
Case Study UT13:

Misuse of argmax operation. Input program UT13 provides another example of a warning by our analysis that does not correspond to a run-time error, yet is highly likely to be a bug (as it is, in this case).

```python
import tensorflow as tf

Y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[4, 1], name='y')
...
Z = tf.argmax(Y, axis=1)
...
```

In UT13 argmax is applied to a tensor with shape [4, 1]. The argmax operation returns the index with the largest value along the specified axis. However, the second dimension of tensor Y is 1. In this case argmax returns a tensor with shape [4] with all 4 values being 0, since the dimension size in 1 is just 1. This is likely not the intended use of the argmax operation so we issue a warning, predicting that this promotion of values is not what the user aimed to accomplish.

7.5 Comparison with the state-of-the-art

The recent Ariadne tool [12] is, to our knowledge, the only static analysis tool that attempts to find shape bugs in TensorFlow code. We ran the latest version of Ariadne on our setup using the Language Server Protocol client for the Sublime text editor.

Table 2 shows the results of both tools for our dataset. The Ariadne tool reports 0 bugs. Furthermore, for half of the programs in our dataset, the Ariadne analysis ends with an exception, while for the other half it terminates successfully, reporting other information using the LSP protocol (such as call-site information) but no warning. These results can be explained by Ariadne’s limited support for tensor operations and by its not performing whole-program value-flow reasoning. For instance, Ariadne supports operators reshape, set_shape, convolution, and “node”, of which only reshape works fully. Pythia supports many more operations, such as equal, add, multiply, matmul, argmax/argmin, transpose, expand_dims, several pooling operations, and many shape pass-through operations. In Ariadne, tensors can be created using the tf.placeholder function. We also support tf.constant, tf.Variable, tf.ones, etc.

7.6 Threats to Validity

The largest threat is to external validity. Our findings may not generalize to other TensorFlow programs, especially of larger size. However, the benchmarks we examined are a prior and independently-identified set, collected from real-world reports. The programs are already large enough for context sensitivity and heap modeling to matter (as shown in Section 7.3).

8 Related Work

The space of checkers for machine learning programs is mostly populated by testing techniques [38,51,55]. Other approaches aid in the debugging and validation of machine learning
programs. PALM [26] produces simplified decision-tree based meta models to facilitate the mapping of failed predictions to subsets of the training data. On the other hand LAMP [31] produces quantitative measurements that maps the impact of each input to each output in graph machine learning algorithms in an efficient way using partial derivatives. MODE [32] applies similar techniques for measuring the impact of each feature in Neural Networks.

The recent Ariadne tool [12] demonstrates an application of static analysis technology to TensorFlow, but neither models many TensorFlow operators, nor performs whole-program value-flow reasoning. This limits Ariadne’s applicability to artificial examples, with manually-planted bugs, and to Python input programs of very limited form—e.g., as discussed in Section 7.5 and shown in table 2, the system cannot run or produce useful results on any of our input benchmarks.

General program analysis tools for Python have been developed. These mostly aim to find type errors. Invariably, such frameworks restrict the features of Python, since the language is highly dynamic and its full static analysis with good precision is impossible. For instance, even determining which file is imported when an import statement is executed can be undecidable. RPython [5] is a statically typed subset of the Python language designed for writing partially evaluated interpreters. All metaprogramming features (including eval and metaclasses) may be used during the initialization of the Python classes. RPython is best compared with a statically typed version of Python. Retrofitting type systems to dynamic languages is a fairly common strategy, and examples include preemptive type checking for Python [16], DRuby for Ruby [14] or a type system for Erlang [34]. JavaScript has probably attracted the most attention in this space and there are many more examples of type systems for it [10, 11, 19, 22, 29]. These systems are used either for speeding up JavaScript implementations or for type checking during development. Due to the complexity of the underlying problem, many authors (including ourselves) have found it more fruitful to concentrate on type checking or bug finding for specific domains. Related examples in the wild include a system [4] for Ruby on Rails or the work of [28] for static detection of JQuery errors in JavaScript by identifying inconsistencies between the actual page structure and query expectations.

The space of static analysis tools for Python is relatively sparse. Python Taint [45] is a static analysis tool for detecting security vulnerabilities. It uses standard data-flow techniques, and can do some interprocedural analysis. However, its interprocedural reasoning is limited: it looks for a definition of a function for a call using its name, rather than handling function pointers and object semantics, as needed even for simple realistic examples.

Gorbovitski et al. [15] developed a context-sensitive, flow-sensitive alias analysis for Python for program optimization. They offer several significant insights on the precision needed for dynamic languages. The analysis appears sophisticated but we have not found an available implementation for reuse.

Other tools are shallow code quality checkers or lint tools; examples are Pylint [44], pycodestyle [41], pyflakes [43], Flake8 [13], pydocstyle [42], jedi [21], bandit [7] and mccabe [35]. Prospector [40] combines several of these tools. These tools are all local analyses, for instance, mccabe focuses on the syntactic code complexity of single functions and others focus on code style issues.

Another bug detection approach includes analyses that are dynamic, yet generalize from concrete executions. Xu et al. [56] developed such a predictive analysis for Python, detecting more general bugs, such as Attribute Errors and Type Errors, and Unicode Encode/Decode Errors which are specific to web applications.
Finally, although the work we describe is applied to TensorFlow, the principles described may apply to other scientific computing languages and extensions such as SAC [17] or LAPACK [6].

9 Conclusions

We presented a static analysis approach for detecting shape bugs in TensorFlow programs. The analysis models value-flow in Python programs and closely tracks the rich shape-transformation semantics of TensorFlow operators. The result is the first concrete demonstration of the applicability of static analysis for detecting realistic bugs in the TensorFlow domain. The analysis is highly efficient and very effective over an independently-collected set of input programs that sample the universe of real-world TensorFlow bugs.
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